Abstract. In [6] and [7] , we introduced graph von Neumann algebras which are the (groupoid) crossed product algebras of von Neumann algebras and graph groupoids via groupoid actions. We showed that such crossed product algebras have the graph-depending amalgamated reduced free probabilistic properties. In this paper, we will consider a scalarvalued W * -probability on a given graph von Neumann algebra. We show that a diagonal graph W * -probability space (as a scalar-valued W * -probability space) and a graph W * -probability space (as an amalgamated W * -probability space) are compatible. By this compatibility, we can find the relation between amalgamated free distributions and scalar-valued free distributions on a graph von Neumann algebra. Under this compatibility, we observe the scalar-valued freeness on a graph von Neumann algebra.
In [6] , we introduced a graph von Neumann algebra M G = M × α G over a fixed von Neumann algebra M . This von Neumann algebra M G is a crossed product algebra of M and a graph groupoid G induced by a given countable directed graph G via a groupoid α of G, acting on M. We observed the amalgamated reduced free probabilistic properties of M G , where the reduction is depending on the given graph G. Such amalgamated free probabilistic data of a graph von Neumann algebra M G makes us deal with M G as a reduced free product of certain amalgamated free blocks. Since the free blocks are characterized in [7] , we are in good situation to study such crossed product algebras, i.e., we can concentrate on the combinatorial data (the admissibility) of the given graph G and the amalgamated free blocks to study M G .
Let M be a von Neumann algebra and tr : M → C be a trace on M, as a continuous linear functional on M satisfying that (i) tr(m * ) = tr(m) for all m ∈ M, where z is the conjugate of z for all z ∈ C, and (ii) tr(m 1 m 2 ) = tr(m 2 m 1 ) for all m 1 , m 2 ∈ M . The pair (M, tr) is called a tracial (scalar-valued or C-valued) W * -probability space.
In this paper, we will study graph von Neumann algebras in scalar-valued W * -probability point of view. Recall that, in [5, 6, 7, 8] , we have studied graph von Neumann algebras in amalgamated W * -probability point of view. We consider a graph von Neumann algebra M G = M × α G, where (M, tr) is a tracial W * -probability space with its fixed trace tr, with a certain trace τ : M G → C, induced by the trace tr on M, and we observe the scalar-valued W * -probability space (M G , τ ). By studying such structure, we can get a new information about a graph von Neumann algebra M G . The main purpose of this paper is to find the differences or the similarities between the amalgamated free properties of M G (over its M -diagonal subalgebra D G ) and the scalar-valued free properties of M G (over C).
Introduction
The study of finite or infinite directed graphs in free probability theory entails two abstractions: the notion of groupoids and certain class of von Neumann algebras, the weakly closed algebras of bounded operators in Hilbert space. While the classical and analogous constructions, going back to von Neumann, involve crossed products of von Neumann algebras by groups. The study of directed graphs entail instead another crossed product construction, now with groupoids rather than groups. Further the study of new invariants for graphs and graph von Neumann algebras replies on certain tracial states. A main purpose of this paper is to find them and to prove the results needed in the analysis of graph von Neumann algebras. Our main theorems are in Sections 3 and 4. Once the tools have been built, we are able in Theorem 4.1 to compare two levels of the theory; operator-valued and scalar-valued. The later is taking the form of a certain diagonal algebra in a groupoid crossed product von Neumann algebra.
Free probability theory was initiated by D. Voiculescu in the 1980's. While the initial motivation was an old problem of von Neumann, now known as the free group factors * -isomorphism problem. The noncommutative theory has since been adopted by probabilists, especially, in the study of random matrices from quantum physics, and more specially the asymptotic distribution of the matrix entries (as random variables) in large matrices. The original von Neumann problem however is still open (even through there are partial results), viz; given a free group F n with n-generators, we can consider the von Neumann algebra generated by the group algebra of F n for n ∈ N \ {1}. The * -isomorphism problem asks if the von Neumann factors are * -isomorphic for different numbers of generators. Radulsecu showed the alternative * -isomorphism theorem: either (i) or (ii) holds, where
Spinoff problems are of current and independent interest, for example, because of connections to random matrix theory, to analysis of direct graphs, and to combinatorics, represents entations of symmetric groups, and large deviations.
Random variables are measurable functions on a probability space, so they form abelian algebras under multiplication. By contrast, algebras in quantum theory are highly non-abelian, and a problem of Wigner suggested a new notion of independence for noncommutative probability. Voiculescu made it precise as follows: In the noncommutative theory, the random variables lie instead in a unital C * -algebra or a von Neumann algebra. The algebra comes equipped with a noncommutative expectation.
As in [6] , we define the M -diagonal subalgebra
Notice that each direct summand is * -isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra M for all v ∈ V (G), where V (G) is the vertex set of G (See below). Therefore, we can naturally define a trace
for all v ∈ V (G), where tr is the given trace on M. Let's construct a continuous linear functional Tr :
Clearly, the pair (M G , τ ) is a W * -probability space. This W * -probability space is called the diagonal graph W * -probability space. Notice that, in general, the linear functional τ is not a trace on M G even though Tr is a well-defined trace on D G , because of a groupoid action α. That's why we sometimes call the pair (M G , τ ), the diagonal non-tracial graph W * -probability space (See Section 2).
However, we can consider the very special cases. Define a W * -subalgebra fixed (only for α) . Remark that the α-fixed property of M is totally depending on the given groupoid action α, unless M is * -isomorphic to C. In such α-fixed case, the pair (M G , τ ) is a tracial W * -probability space. The main purpose of this paper is to consider the (scalar-valued or C-valued) free probabilistic property of our graph von Neumann algebra M G with respect to the linear functional τ = Tr • E. Also, we will investigate the relations between these scalar-valued free probabilistic information of M G and the amalgamated (or D G -valued) reduced free probabilistic information of M G (observed in [6, 7] ). We can easily verify that the free distributional data of arbitrary operators in M G would be affected by the D G -valued reduced freeness determined by the canonical conditional expectation E from M G onto D G and by the scalar-valued free distributional data depending on Tr and tr on D G and M, respectively, by the very definition of τ on M G . This observation also leads us to verify that the free probabilistic information on M G with respect to τ would have a similar reduction depending on the reduction on the graph groupoid G of G, by the conditional expectation E. Also, we can verify that if τ is a trace, we will have much familiar structure than the non-tracial cases (See [3] ).
By the very definition, the M -diagonal graph W * -probability space (M G , E), in the sense of [6] and [7] , and the diagonal non-tracial (or tracial) graph W * -probability space (M G , τ ) are compatible in the sense that
We will consider such free distributional properties of graph von Neumann algebras determined by the compatibility. We can check that, by the above compatibility of (M G , E) and (M G , τ ), the D G -valued free distribution σ x 1 ,...,x s and the scalar-valued free distribution ν x 1 ,...,x s of arbitrarily chosen operators x 1 , . . . , x s in M G have similar data up to D G . However, even though the pairs (M G , E) and (M G , τ ) are compatible, the scalar-valued freeness on M G (with respect to τ ) is not related the D G -valued reduced freeness on M G (with respect to E).
We consider the special case where M = C. In this case, the corresponding graph von Neumann algebra
w , generated by the (graph) groupoid G for all groupoid actions α, by the linearity of α on C. We show that, if M = C, then the diagonal graph W * -probability space (M G , τ ) is always tracial.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some basic concepts we need in the context and we review the fundamental results about graph von Neumann algebras.
Free probability
Let B ⊂ A be von Neumann algebras with 1 B = 1 A and assume that there is a conditional expectation 
n and for all (j 1 , . . . , j k ) ∈ {1, . . . , s} k , where r i1 , . . . , r in , r j1 , . . . , r j k ∈ {1, * } and N C(n) is the lattice of all noncrossing partitions with its minimal element 0 n = {(1), (2), . . . , (n)} and its maximal element 1 n = {(1, 2, . . . , n)}, and µ is the Möbius functional in the incidence algebra satisfying that π∈N C(n) µ(π,
Recall that the set N C(n) of all noncrossing partitions over {1, . . . , n} is a lattice under the following ordering;
where "⊆" is the usual set-inclusion.
The B-valued freeness on (A, E B ) is characterized by the B-valued cumulants (See [13] Suppose e 1 and e 2 are edges in E(G), and assume that they are connected in the order e 1 → e 2 . Then we can determine the finite path generated by e 1 and e 2 on G, denoted by e 1 e 2 . More generally, if the edges e 1 , . . . , e k are connected in the order e 1 → e 2 → · · · → e k for k ∈ N, then we can have the finite path e 1 e 2 · · · e k , generated by the edges. Denote the set of all finite paths of G by F P (G). Notice that all elements in F P (G) are words in E(G), dependent upon the direction on G. Clearly, the edge set E(G) is contained in F P (G).
Graph groupoids and graph von Neumann algebras
If there is a finite path w = e 1 · · · e n in F P (G), generated by the edges e 1 , . . . , e n ∈ E(G) for n ∈ N, then we say that the directed edges e 1 , . . . , e n are admissible (or connected in the order (e 1 , . . . , e n )). If w is given as before, then the length |w| of w is defined to be n, which is the cardinality of the admissible edges generating w. Also, we say that finite paths w 1 = e 11 · · · e 1k 1 and w 2 = e 21 · · · e 2k 2 are admissible (or connected in the order (w 1 , w 2 )), if w 1 w 2 = e 11 · · · e 1k 1 e 21 · · · e 2k 2 is again an element of F P (G), where e 11 , . . . , e 1k 1 , e 21 , . . . , e 2k2 ∈ E(G). Otherwise, we say that w 1 and w 2 are not admissible. By definition, |w 1 w 2 | = |w 1 | + |w 2 | , whenever w 1 and w 2 are admissible in F P (G) for w 1 , w 2 ∈ F P (G).
Suppose that w is a finite path in F P (G) with its initial vertex v 1 and its terminal vertex v 2 . We write w = v 1 w or w = w v 2 or w = v 1 w v 2 , for emphasizing the initial vertex of w, respectively, the terminal vertex of w, respectively, both the initial vertex and the terminal vertex of w. Suppose w = v 1 w v 2 in F P (G) with v 1 , v 2 ∈ V (G). Then we say that "v 1 and w are admissible" and "w and v 2 are admissible". Notice that even though finite paths w 1 and w 2 are admissible, w 2 and w 1 are not admissible, in general. For instance, if e 1 = v 1 e 1 v 2 is an edge with v 1 = v 2 in V (G) and e 2 = v 2 e 2 v 2 is a loop-edge in E(G), then there is a finite path e 1 e 2 in F P (G), but there is no (nonempty) finite path e 2 e 1 in F P (G).
The free semigroupoid F + (G) of G is defined by a set
with its binary operation (·) on F + (G), defined by
where ∅ is the empty word in
is the free semigroupoid of G. For convenience, we denote the free semigroupoid of G by F + (G). For the given countable directed graph G, we can define a new countable directed graph G −1 , by the opposite directed graph of G, with
is called the shadow of G. Similar to the previous paragraph, we can construct the set F P (G −1 ) of all finite paths of G −1 and the free semigroupoid
In other words, if there is a finite path w in F + (G), then there is the corre-
, and vice versa;
where
. . , e n ∈ E(G).
A new countable directed graph Gˆis called the shadowed graph of G, if it is a directed graph with its vertex set
and its edge set
Notice that, in general,
Definition 2.1. Let G be a countable directed graph and Gˆ, the shadowed graph of G, and let F + (Gˆ) be the free semigroupoid of Gˆ. Define the reduction (RR) on F + (Gˆ) by 
with its Hilbert basis B H G = {ξ w : w ∈ F P r (Gˆ)}, where
Notice that the graph Hilbert space H G is in fact isomorphic to the Hilbert space ⊕ w∈F P r (Gˆ)
.e., the summand Cξ w is isomorphic to
On H G , we have the following multiplication rule;
, by the admissibility on G. Notice that the product w 1 w 2 of w 1 and w 2 means the reduced word gotten from the product
2 , then the product w 1 w 2 means e 1 in G.
By the above multiplication rule on
and ww −1 is the initial vertex of w ∈ F P r (Gˆ). This shows that there exist Hilbert space elements determined by vertices. We will denote them by ξ v in H G for all v ∈ V (Gˆ). Thus, for any w ∈ G, we can have the corresponding Hilbert space element ξ w in H G . Moreover, by the admissibility on G, for any w 1 , w 2 ∈ G, we can have the same multiplication rule as above.
The above multiplication rule on H G guarantees the existence of multiplication operators on H G .
3. An operator L w is defined by the multiplication operator with its symbol ξ w on H G for w ∈ G, i.e.,
Let L w 1 and L w 2 be the multiplication operators on H G , where
We need one more ingredient to construct our graph von Neumann algebra. Definition 2.4. Let G be a graph groupoid of a countable directed graph G and let M be a von Neumann algebra. Define a groupoid action α of G, acting on M, by a nonunital partial representation satisfying that
Notation. For convenience, denote α w (m) by m w for w ∈ G and m ∈ M.
Definition 2.5. Define the crossed product M G = M × α G of M and G, via a groupoid action α, by the von Neumann algebra generated by M and {L w :
, satisfying (2.1) and (2.1) . This von Neumann algebra M G is called a graph von Neumann algebra generated by G over M.
Amalgamated free probability on graph von Neumann algebras
Let G be a countable directed graph with its graph groupoid G. Every operator x in a graph von Neumann algebra
A graph von Neumann algebra M G always has its W * -subalgebra D G defined by
Notice that this W * -subalgebra D G is in fact determined without the choice of a groupoid action α, i.e., even if α 1 and α 2 are distinct groupoid actions of
When we have the
where m w means α w (m) for all m ∈ M and w ∈ G and where
Based on the above computations, we showed that: in G, and (ii) the diagrams (or the graphical images) of w 1 and w 2 are distinct on G.
Let X 1 and X 2 be self-adjoint subsets of G in the sense that X −1 k = X k for k = 1, 2. Then we define the reduced free product X 1 * X 2 "inside" G by the collection of all reduced words in X 1 ∪ X 2 , where the reduction is depending on the admissibility and (RR) on G. Notice that if X is a self-adjoint subset of G and if X is a collection of all reduced words in X (as a subset of G), then the set X is again a graph groupoid of a certain graph X, having the same admissibility with G. So, we can create a W * -subalgebra M × α X X in M G which is a new graph von Neumann algebra, where α X = α | X . So, more general to the previous theorem, we can get the following theorem. Theorem 2.3 (See [6] ). If X 1 and X 2 are diagram-distinct self-adjoint subsets in G, and if X 1 * X 2 is a free product of X 1 and X 2 inside G, then
is a certain graph von Neumann algebra induced by the graph G S and α S = α | S is the groupoid action of S.
As a corollary of the previous theorem, we can get the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4 (See [6] and [7] ).
This shows that our graph von Neumann algebras are * -isomorphic to amalgamated (reduced) free product algebras. However, the above theorem does not explain the reduction of the D G -free product " * D G ", dependent upon the admissibility on G.
Let {A i : i ∈ I} be a collection of W * -subalgebras of A, containing their common W * -subalgebra B. And assume that the von Neumann algebra A is equipped with the conditional expectation E B : A → B. Also, suppose A is * -isomorphic to a B-valued free product algebra * B i∈I A i , with respect to E B .
Then A has the following Banach-space expression,
where [6] ). Thus, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5 (See [7] ). The graph von Neumann algebra M G is expressed as a Banach space,
under the fact that M e = M e −1 for all e ∈ E(G), and
, with e 1 , . . . , e n ∈ E(Gˆ). The above theorem finally explain how the reduction of " * D G " works, i.e., it shows that the reduction is totally depending on a combinatorial data of the given graph G (or the admissibility on G).
Notation. To emphasize such reduction on * D G , represented by the above theorem, we denote
It is easy to see that if a fixed von Neumann algebra M is C, then graph von Neumann algebras C × α G are all * -isomorphic to C [G] w in B(H G ) for all groupoid actions α, by the linearity on C, i.e., if M = C, then the construction of graph von Neumann algebras C × α G is free from the choice of groupoid actions of G. Equivalently, if M = C, then our graph von Neumann algebras are nothing but groupoid W * -algebras, generated by graph groupoids. If G e is a directed graph with only one edge e, with its graph groupoid G e , then the graph von Neumann algebra
, where T is a unit circle in C and M 2 (C) is the matricial algebra generated by all (2 × 2)-matrices. In general, a graph von Neumann algebra
Motivated by the previous examples, in [7] , we proved that: 
We can see that the free group factor L(F N ), generated by the free group F N with N -generators, is * -isomorphic to our graph von Neumann algebra
where G N is the graph groupoid of the one-vertex-N -loop-edge graph G N . By using the above D G -freeness, we can double-check the famous Voiculescu's theorem:
Scalar-valued free probability on graph von Neumann algebras
Now, let's observe the scalar-valued free probability on graph von Neumann algebras. To do that, we consider the general case first.
Let 
whenever E B : A → B is an arbitrary conditional expectation, where B ⊆ A. However, if B = C, and if E B = ϕ, then
since all images of ϕ are contained in C, and C is commutative with all elements of A. So, more generally, we can conclude that: if B = C A (B), then there is no insertion property for computing cumulants, where
Notice that, by the previous observation, we can easily verify that there is no relation between the B-valued freeness on (A, E B ) and the freeness on (A, ϕ), in general. However, it is possible there is a nice relationship between them under certain additional conditions. Definition 2.6. Let B ⊆ A be von Neumann algebras, and let E B : A → B and ϕ : A → C be a conditional expectation and a trace, respectively. We say that a B-valued W * -probability space (A, E B ) and a tracial W * -probability space (A, ϕ) are compatible if
Under the compatibility, the free distributional data with respect to ϕ is depending on the amalgamated free distributional data with respect to E B . Unfortunately, we can see that the freeness on (A, ϕ) and the B-valued freeness on (A, E B ) has no close connection even if they are compatible. However, we will show that, in our graph von Neumann algebraic case, such compatibility works nicely providing the similarity of the D G -valued freeness and the C-freeness on a graph von Neumann algebra M G , with certain additional conditions.
Diagonal graph W
* -probability spaces Throughout this chapter, let G be a finite directed graph. Recall that we say that a graph G is finite, if |V (G)| < ∞ and |E(G)| < ∞. For an arbitrary fixed von Neumann algebra M acting on a Hilbert space K, and for the fixed groupoid action α of G acting on M, in B(K ⊗ H G ), we construct a graph von Neumann algebra
Let (M G , E) be a M -diagonal graph W * -probability space over D G . Assume now that the fixed von Neumann algebra M is equipped with a trace tr : M → C, i.e., we have a tracial W * -probability space (M, tr). We say that a trace tr on M is faithful , if it satisfies that; tr(m m * ) = 0 if and only if m = 0 M .
Assumption. If we say the pair (M, tr) is a tracial W * -probability space, then the trace tr on M is automatically assumed to be faithful.
The pair (M, tr) is a tracial
, and hence we can construct the tracial W * -probability spaces (M · L v , tr v ), by defining the trace
. Then we can have the direct producted amalgamated W * -probability space (D G , T ), in the sense of [4] , where
Remark that the von Neumann algebra D G is a well-determined W * -subalgebra of the M -diagonal subalgebra D G . Moreover, by the finiteness of G,
and D G is embedded in D G . Therefore, the conditional expectation T is welldefined. And by [4] , since tr v are traces, this conditional expectation is a trace, too, in the sense that
As in [4] , the D G -valued tracial W * -probability space (D G , T ) has almost same free probabilistic properties with those of tracial W * -probability space (M, tr). Roughly speaking, we can understand the free probabilistic properties of (D G , T ) as the direct sum of the free probabilistic properties of (M, tr). 
Then the pair (D G , tr) is a "tracial" W * -probability space. In conclusion, we can define a trace Tr on
tr(m v ). The pair (M G , τ ) is called the diagonal graph W * -probability space.
tr w1w2 m
(1)
Similarly, we have
Consider the case w 1 w 2 ∈ V (Gˆ) for w 1 , w 2 ∈ G. By the admissibility and (RR) on G,
2 . So, we can re-write (3.2) and (3.3) as follows:
Therefore, by (3.2) and (3.3) , we obtain that, in general,
This shows that the linear functional τ on M G , defined by Tr • E, is in general not a trace! And we can realize that:
Observation This non-tracial property of τ on M G is completely dependent upon the given groupoid action α of G.
Observe that, for any
Thus it is easy to check
So, by (3.4) and (3.5), the linear functional τ on M G is a continuous linear functional, constructing (M G , τ ) be a (non-tracial) scalar-valued W * -probability space.
Suppose M = C. Then we can easily check that
for all groupoid actions α of G, by the linearity of α on G. Thus, if M = C, we do not need to consider the groupoid-action-fixed property. Assume now the operators α w 's are identity on M (i.e.,
This represents some kind of symmetry for the cornered W * -subalgebras of M G . In this case, we have M α = M.
As we observed in the previous paragraph, if M = C, then M is groupoidaction-fixed. Recall that we defined the linear functional τ = tr • E on a graph von Neumann algebra M G = M × α G. Under the additional condition that M is α-fixed, this linear functional τ is a trace on M G . Proposition 3.1. Let (M, tr) be a tracial W * -probability space and let
Proof. Observe that if w 1 w 2 is a vertex in G, then w 2 w 1 is a vertex in G, too, where w 1 , w 2 ∈ G. We know that w 1 w 2 ∈ V (Gˆ) if and only if w 1 = w −1 2 . So, if we take w 1 = w, then w 2 = w −1 . Thus,
and
Assume now that we have two operators by (3.2) and (3.3) , we can get that
Since M is α-fixed, by the previous computations, we have a 2 a 1 ) . Therefore, the continuous linear functional τ = tr•E is a trace on M G , under the α-fixed property of M.
For example, if M = C, then M is α-fixed for all groupoid actions α. Also, if α w = 1 M for all w ∈ G, then M is α-fixed. So, by the previous proposition, the linear functional τ on M G is a trace. Definition 3.5. If τ is a trace on M G , then we say that (M G , τ ) is a diagonal tracial graph W * -probability space. where m 1 , . . . , m n ∈ M and w 1 , . . . , w n ∈ G for all n ∈ N (Also see Section 2); 
The above computations make us deal with D G -valued * -cumulants easily from D G -valued * -moments. Since our trace τ on M G is defined by Tr • E, we can apply the above D G -valued computations to the scalar-valued case.
3, and where
since there is no insertion property on the computations of * -cumulants on (M G , τ ) and since the Möbius functional µ is multiplicative (See [16] ), where |V | means the size of the block V,
by (3.9), where
whenever V = (j 1 , . . . , j k ) ∈ π are blocks.
Corollary 3.3. Assume that a given von Neumann algebra M is α-fixed, and hence
where N C(w 1 , . . . , w n ), w (V ) ∈ G and µ (V ) ∈ Z are given as in the previous lemma.
Proof. The computation (3.7) is trivial, by (3.7). So, it suffices to show the computation (3.8) holds. Compute
(by (3.8) , where µ (V ) and m (V ) are given as in the previous lemma)
The formula (3.8) shows the relation between
And, by (3.8) ,
Thus, the C-valued freeness on (M G , τ ) is determined by the C-valued freeness on (M, tr) "and" the admissibility on G.
The following proposition is the direct consequence of (3.7).
Also, we can have that
Remark 3.1. The above compatibility of (M G , E) and (M G , τ ) explains that the D G -valued free distributional data determined by the canonical conditional expectation E and the scalar-valued free distributional data determined by the linear functional τ of the operators in M G are closely related. 
] is the collection of all functions having their forms
and where z 1 , . . . , z 2s are arbitrary noncommutative indeterminents (i.e.,
..,x s of the operators x 1 , . . . , x s ∈ M G is characterized by the joint * -moments of them or equivalently the joint * -cumulants of them, by the Möbius inversion. In particular, if we have
we can get the (i 1 , . . . , i n )-th joint * -moment
Since E has the bimodule map property, to compute E(x where m 1 , . . . , m n ∈ M and w 1 , . . . , w n ∈ G. And we already know 
for N ∈ N, where r 0 , r i 1 ,...,i n ∈ C and t 1 , . . . , t 2s are the noncommutative indeterminents.
By the compatibility of (M G , E) and (M G , τ ), and by the admissibility on G, we can get the following theorem. E) and 
Then we have σ x 1 ,...,x s (P (z 1 , . . . , z 2s ) 
. . , y in are not admissible, then (3.10) vanishes. Suppose now that they are admissible, i.e., assume that y i1 · · · y in = ∅ in G. Denote this nonempty element y i 1 · · · y i n by y 0 . Now, let
and assume that y 0 = v 0 y 0 v 0 with v 0 , v 0 ∈ V (Gˆ). Then (3.10) is equal to:
By (3.11), we can get that
Therefore, there exists an element
with r v0 ∈ C, such that
by using the same notations as above. Therefore, we can have that (3.13) is identified with (Q(t 1 , . . . , t 2s )) = tr (σ x1,...,xs (P (z 1 , . . . , z 2s )) ) .
In this section, we will consider graph von Neumann algebras M G = M × α G, where the fixed von Neumann algebra M is identical to C. As we observed in Section 2.3, every graph von Neumann algebra
, generated by the graph groupoid G for all groupoid actions α, where H G is the graph Hilbert space induced by G.
Notation. To distinguish the difference between the general case
graph von Neumann algebra of G.
Remark that, in the case where M = C, the trace Tr on the C-diagonal subalgebra D G of M G is nothing but the usual trace Tr |V (Gˆ)| on the matricial algebra M |V (Gˆ)| (C), and D G is * -isomorphic to the subalgebra of M |V (Gˆ)| (C) generated by all diagonal matrices (Recall that all graphs in this paper are automatically assumed to be finite). Therefore, we can get the following result: Theorem 4.1. Let G be a finite directed graph with its graph groupoid G and let M G be the graph von Neumann algebra
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the linear functional τ :
(by the compatibility of (M G , E) and (M G , τ ), where
(by the definition of τ = tr • E) 
w2 t (1) w1 .
The equality in the formulae (4.1) holds, since the subsets Free group factors have been studied by various operator algebraists, in particular, free probabilists. We still don't know L(F 2 ) and L(F 3 ) are * -isomorphic or not. The famous Radulescu's theorem says that: either (i) or (ii) holds true, where
So, the study of free group factors is very interesting and important in operator algebra, dynamical systems, and free probability. Perhaps, our approach provides a new tool to study them.
Let G N be the one-vertex-N -loop-edge graph with So, the study of the free probabilistic properties of (M G N , τ ) is to study the free group factor L(F N ). Furthermore, the C-diagonal graph W * -probability space (M G N , E) and the diagonal tracial graph W * -probability space (M G N , τ ) are identical, because the C-diagonal subalgebra D G N is nothing but C, i.e., the pairs (M G N , E) and (M G N , τ ) are identically same.
